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A current-driven single-atom memory
C.'$chirmli", M. MaUl, F. Paulyl, J. C. Cuevas 2 , P. Nielaba 1 and E. $cheer1*
The possibility of fabricating electronic devices with functional
building blocks of atomic size is a major driving force of nanotechnology1. The key elements in electronic circuits are switches,
usually realized by transistors, which can be configured to
perform memory operations. Electronic switches have been min·iaturized all the way down to the atomic scale2- 9 • However, at
such scales, three-terminal devices are technically challenging
to implement. Here we show that a metallic atomic-scale
contact can be operated as a reliable and fatigue-resistant twoterminal switch. We apply a careful electromigration protocol
to . toggle the conductance of an aluminium atomic contact
between two well-defined values in the range of a few conductance quanta. Using the nonlinearities of the current-voltage
characteristics caused by superconductivity1o in combination
with molecular dynamics and quantum transport calculations,
we provide evidence that the switching process is caused by
the reversible rearrangement of single atoms. Owing to its hysteretic behaviour with two distinct states, this two-terminal
switch can be used as a non-volatile information storage element.
When the cross-section of a metal wire is reduced to a few atoms,
the Fermi wavelength of the electrons becomes comparable to the
contact diameter, and quantum-mechanical effects govern the electric transport properties 11. As a consequence, the conductance of
single-atom contacts of metals is on the order of the conductance
quantum, Go = 2e 2 /h "'" 77 jJ.S, where e is the electron charge and
h is the Planck constant, the exact value and distribution of the
transmission probabilities of the current-carrying modes depending
on the chemical valence of the metal and on the precise atomic
arrangement at the constrictionl2. Consequently, when based on
atomic motion, the implementation of functional atomic-scale building blocks such as transistors or storage devices requires the control of
individual atoms in metal junctions 13 or of individually contacted
molecules I4- 16. Because switches relying on the movement ofindividual atoms allow for potentially smaller devices than those based on
larger molecules, we will concentrate here on the former.
Concepts for atomic switches include mechanical tuningl7.l8, bias
voltage tuningI3.19.20 and the electrochemical approach I9.21 , but proof
that the Switching is performed by the movement of a single atom, or
a few atoms, is lacking in most realizations. Similarly, two-level fluctuations in atomic-scale conductors, without stabilization in both
states, have been investigated repeatedly and have been interpreted
as arising from the rearrangement of single atoms or a small
number of them 22• Fuechsle and colleagues have recently demonstrated the single-atom function 9 for a several tens of nanometres
sized, two-dimensional, silicon-based transistor. Electromigration is
a well-established tool for thinning down mesoscopic wires to the
atomic size or to produce nanometric gaps between electrode pairs
of various metals 23. In our proof-of-principle experiment we use electromigration-driven aluminium atomic-scale switches, because analysis of the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of the contacts in the

superconducting state enables us to show that the high and low conductance states differ in configuration by only a very few atoms.
A few-atom aluminium contact was formed in a standard lithographic mechanically controllable break-junction lO at a temperature
below I K, as shown in Fig. Ia,b (See Methods and Supplementary
Sections Sl-S3 for further experimental details.). To initialize the
switch, we prepared a contact with a conductance in the range of
a few Go by bending the substrate. We then ramped the bias
current and monitored the linear conductance of the contact.
Whenever an abrupt change of conductance (where ilG> 0.I25Go)
was observed, the ramp direction was reversed with a changing
rate proportional to the step height. After a training period of 10
to 20 steps with irregular jump heights, a bistable situation
emerged with a probability of ~ 15%. Once the bistable situation
was reached, it frequently persisted for several hours and for more
than 500 switching cycles (for an example see Supplementary
Section S9). Figure Ic shows the conductance response to the alternating-ramp control scheme depicted in Fig. Id. The switching
between bistable states occurs at opposite bias and at similar absolute current values Is' with a spread of several percent. This is shown
in the inset of Fig. Ic, which displays the conductance values of the
main panel in the bistable situation as a function of applied current.
Figure I e summarizes further examples of bistable switches.
The switching amplitude ilG= GH - GL (where GL and GH are
the low and high conductance values, respectively), the switching
current Is and the shape of the hysteresis loop vary from contact
to contact, but typical values are O.2Go < ilG < 1.5Go and
10 f.LA < Is < 50 J.LA. We do not find a clear preference to jump
between the preferred conductance values Gp1 = a.SGo' Gp2 = 1.9Go
and Gp3 = 3.2Go (known from the peaks in the aluminium conductance histogram)24. Instead, we observe a preferred jump
height of a.3Go' as summarized in the density plot of GL versus
GH in Fig. 2. Nevertheless, there is a tendency for either GH or GL
to correspond to one of the Gpi'
In principle, it could be expected that the currents reqUired to
switch from GL to GH and vice versa differ in size. However, their
nearly identical magnitudes illustrate that the geometrical configurations of the switch are minima with a similar energy, connected
by a small potential barrier. Assuming two states of very different
stability, leaving the more stable one would require a large Is' When
providing this Is' a high power would be dissipated that can trigger
substantial atomic restructuring. In such a situation, it is unlikely
that the junction would rearrange back to adopt the initial geometry.
Hence, the bistable switching is a consequence of the chosen control
scheme, which selects two states of similar stability.
To obtain inSight into the geometrical arrangement in the two
switch states, we analysed the I- V characteristics in the superconducting state. These show nonlinearities caused by multiple
Andreev reflections, which can be used to extract the transmission
probabilities 7i of individual eigenchannels i of the atomic
contacts lO•12• In Fig. 3a we plot the conductance of an aluminium
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Figure 1 I Creation of a bistable atomic switch. a, Representative scanning electron microscope image (in false colours) of a break-junction sample.
b, Principle of the break-junction set-up. A lithographically defined suspended nanobridge on a flexible substrate is elongated by bending the substrate in a
ttllee-poini bending mechanism. The magnification represents an artist's view of the atomic arrangement when the nanobridge is stretched such that it forms
a Single-atom contact. c, Conductance of a break-junction structure made from aluminium as a function of time when applying the control current given in d.
Inset: conductance versus control current for the bistable part. d, Control current applied for creating atomic rearrangements as a function of time.
e, Examples of several bistable junctions plotted as a function of control current.

junction as a function of time while ramping the current. A repeated
switching between two values is observed. The dotted curves in
Fig. 3b are two examples of J-V characteristics recorded on the
high (GH "" 1.84Go) and low (GL "" 1.12Go) level of Fig. 3a. The
black lines are fits to the theory of multiple Andreev reflections,
revealing three channels in both the GH and GL states with the transmission coefficients given in the figure caption. The extracted T j are
also plotted in Fig. 3a, where they are assigned to the respective
conductance plateau. Further switching cycles demonstrate that
the distribution of the T j remains unchanged in the on and off
states. This proves that we reversibly switch between exactly the
same two electronic states and thus between well-defined atomic
configurations, because the Tj are much more sensitive to the
atomic configuration at the constriction than for instance the total
conductance that results from their sum 10,25,26, In Fig. 3, all channels
have non-integer transmission coefficients, characteristic of multivalent metals 1,lO-12,2S,26, and all are affected by the reconfiguration.
Further examples are given in Supplementary Section S8.
To elucidate which configurations correspond to the two states
of the switch, we combined molecular dynamicS simulations of
the formation of atomic contacts with a tight-binding description
of the electronic structure to calculate the conduction properties
with the help of Green's function techniques 27 • We have simulated
2

100 stretching events for wires oriented in the (Ill) direction to
obtain a reliable statistics (see Methods and Supplementary
Section S4 for further details). For a given atomic configuration,
the transmission probabilities T j can be calculated, but the inverse
assignment is not unique. However, for a small number of open
channels the number of possible stable configurations of the narrowest junction region is limited for a given set of T j • Let us stress
that, as we show in Supplementary Sections S6-S8, the transmission
channel characteristics in the measurements for mechanically prepared contacts are similar to those for the electro migrated ones.
Moreover, we show that our theory is able to reproduce the experimentally observed distributions of T j • Both facts together indicate
that our theory is appropriate for elucidating the atomic configurations realized by the electromigration process.
In the experiments we found that for switches operating in the
range IGo-2Go' the conductance primarily changed from (i) four
to three, (ii) three to three or (iii) three to two open channels. The
first two pairs have also been found to be typical cases in our simulations. In Supplementary Section S8 we discuss the type (i) switching
process, which involves a change in the number of channels, and show
that it can be described by a transition from a configuration with two
atoms at the narrowest cross-section to a dimer contact, yielding a
'two-atom switch'. Here we discuss the type (ii) process (Fig. 3),
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which can be understood as a 'single-atom switch'. Figure 4a presents
conductance versus displacement data during the stretching process.
At a wire elongation of 1.5 nm a conductance jump occurs to
another plateau, leaving the number of three open channels constant.
The coriductance of the configurations at elongations of 1.5 nm and
1.6 nm deviates by less than O.2Go from the experimental values of
GH and GL in Fig. 3, and the individual T; also agree to within 0.2.
The corresponding atomic configurations are shown in Fig. 4b,c. As
one can see, the geometry changes from a single-atom contact to a
dimer contact, involving the rearrangement of a single atom and the
rupture of only two bonds. In Supplementary Section S8 we discuss
that (within the error bounds for GH , GL and 1"; mentioned above) a
similar and Significant fraction of switches in both experiment and
theory follow the exemplified behaviour.
It remains to clarity whether the structures found in the simulated
mechanical stretching process can indeed be obtained by electromigration. Theoretical atomistic treatments of electromigration in nanometre-scale conductors are presently limited to small systems sizes (of
several tens of atoms)28-30, but here we are considering contacts with
around 300 dynamical atoms in the central wire. In Supplementary
Section S5 we estimate that the current-induced forces during
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Figure 3 1Transmission channel analysis of a bistable switch.
a, Conductance versus time and its decomposition into transmission
eigenchannels. The black trace is the conductance measured continuously
as a function of time. Dots show the results of the superconducting I-V
curve-fitting procedure for 7i in the low conductance state with Gl = 1.12Go
(blue) and in the high conductance state with GH = t84Go (red). Red and
blue triangles indicate the sum of the 7 j and correspond well to the
conductance measured directly. b. I-V characteristics for two atomic contacts
of the bistable situation shown in a, measured (symbols) at a temperature of
T = 270 mK and fit (solid lines) with the theory of multiple Andreev
reflections from which we deduce channels with transmissions 7, = 0.77,
72 = 0.24, 73 = 0.07 (blue) and 7, = 0.86, 72 = 0.75, 73 = 0.20 (red).
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Figure 2 1Density plot of the counts for measuring a switch with low
conductance Gl and high conductance GH• Lines are guides to the eye,
showing the diagonal (solid) and parallel (dashed) lines with offsets of
O.3Go and tOGo. The bin size for Gl and GH is O.lGo.
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electromigration should be sufficient to overcome the energy barriers
between the two configurations of switches, as determined from our
simulations of mechanical stretching. For these reasons and due to the
agreement with experimental conductance values and channel transmissions, it is natural to conclude that our calculations can identity
how many atoms are necessary for the Switching process.
Finally, we address the operation as a memory device. Figure 5
presents a potential read-and-write scheme. After reaching a bistable situation, the control current is raised and lowered abruptly
instead of ramping it continuously as before. We identify GH with
the 'I' state and GL with the '0' state. The bistable nature of the
switch is similar to those of a flip flop. Owing to the hysteretic
nature of the switching process, small current biases with short or
arbitrarily long duration can be used for reading the stored information (read phase) and high negative or positive biases for changing the state (write phase). Because the conductance change is'
on the order of 10% or more of the absolute value, and the precision
with which the states are retrieved is better than I %, no long averaging times are necessary to detect the state.
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Figure 41 Scenario for the switching process of Fig. 3. a, Theoretically determined conductance versus electrode displacement, the transmission
probabilities 7 j of the eigenchannels (left axis) and the number of open channels (right axis), a channel being counted when 7 j >0.05. b,c, Configuration of
the wire at displacements of 1.50 nm (b) and 1.61 nm (c). At these points, indicated in a by the vertical red dashed lines, the conductance and channel
transmissions in bare G = 1.83Go, 71 = 0.99, 72 = 0.69, 73 = 0.14 and in care G = 1.09Go , 7, = 0.85, 72 = 0.16, 73 = 0.09, similar to the experimentally
observed switch in Fig. 3. The change of the positions of the atoms during the stretching process can be traced as exemplified by the atoms indicated by
arrows and labelled as 1 and 2. The two red dashed lines in b indicate the bonds that have to be broken to cross over to the configuration shown in c.
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Figure 5 I Atomic switch operated .as a memory device through a stepwise
variation of the current. a,b, Conductance (a) and control current (b) as a
function of time. At high bias currents of negative and positive sign, the
switch is written into the low-conductance (0) or high-conductance (1)
states, respectively. At low currents the information can be read without
erasing it.

With the time resolution of our measurement set-up it was not
possible to resolve the dynamics of the switching process. Because
it involves the rearrangement of single atoms only, the switches
are expected to be operable in the terahertz frequency range. In
our case, the operation speed is limited by the time constant of
the external control circuit to ~ 100 kHz. To reduce the time constant, the switches could be operated in the range of SGo - lOGo
where the switching mechanism is still expected to be caused by
the rearrangement of a few atoms.
The working principle of the two-terminal switches based on
atomic contacts is not limited to aluminium. We have observed a
similar switching behaviour for gold that could be implemented
under ambient conditions due to its chemical inertness. For the
integration of such switches into larger memory devices a crossbar technique, as demonstrated for electrochemically operated
switches3 !, seems most promising. This implementation could
pave the way for highly miniaturized storage devices.

Methods
Mechanically controllable break-junction technique and 1-V measurements. We
used the standard faprication scheme .of lilhognq)hic mechanic~lIy _controllable
break-junctions lO •1l (Fig. 1). The atomic contacts were formed by uniformly bending
the substrate. A pushing rod was placed at the rear side of the device dose to the
suspended bridge, and two counter supports ensured bending in the three-point
mechanism. Specialized cryostat wiring enabled the high currents required for
electromigration and provided the high-voltage resolution necessary for analysis of the
I-V characteristics. A latching relay, operating at a temperature of T = 4.2 K, was used
to switch between two sets of wires. One of them exhibited a low lead resistance and was
used for electromigration, while the other one was equipped with special miniaturized
copper powder filters and resistive filters for absorbing the microwave radiation that
would otherwise spoil the superconducting I-V characteristics. All transport
experiments shown here were recorded in a commercial 3He cryostat with a base
temperature of 250 mK. Further details are provided in Supplementary Sections SI-S3.
Computational details. Our methodology was designed according to ref. 27. The
classical molecular dynamicS simulations employed semi-empirical potentials and
were performed for a low temperature of T = 250 mK, close to those of the transport
measurements. The electrodes were separated at a speed of 0.7 m s - I to simulate
stretching. The electronic structure information needed for evaluation of the
transmission was obtained from a Slater-Koster tight-binding description,
supplemented by a local charge neutrality condition. Further details of the
theoretical approach can be found in Supplementary Section S4.
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